A BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (BID) FOR ACTON
BUSINESS PLAN 2018-2023

YOUR BUSINESS. YOUR VOICE.
YOUR AREA. YOUR BID.
IT’S YOUR DECISION.
WWW.ACTONBID.CO.UK
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Vision for the five-year
term 2018-2023
The vision for the Acton BID is: to
make the area cleaner, safer and more
welcoming for visitors and to ensure that
businesses are given every opportunity
to succeed, trade and grow through
representation, support and investment.
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28 Key reasons to vote ‘yes’

“Acton
Gardens LLP is
fundamentally for
the introduction
of the Acton BID.
You only need to
look at the success
of the Ealing
Broadway and
West Ealing BIDs
to see how the
Acton community
and businesses
could benefit”
Mike Woolliscroft, Director,
Acton Gardens LLP

THE BID VISION
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WHY YOU
SHOULD
READ THIS

This July could bring an
important change in the
way businesses are supported
in Acton.
We are balloting businesses with a direct stake in the area to support
the launch of a Business Improvement District (BID) in Acton.
As one of those businesses, it’s crucial that you use your
vote in the ballot. A ‘yes’ vote will ensure the delivery of an
extensive range of projects and services that will bring significant
improvements to your business and area. A ‘no’ vote will result in
this work coming to a stop.
This document sets out the business plan for the proposed BID. The
following pages will detail the key benefits:

Improving the local environment
Creating a safer area for employees and visitors
Reducing business costs: advertising, marketing, waste
and recycling, security, insurance, recruitment.
Encouraging more people to stay longer and spend more
in the area
Greater influence with the Council and other public
agencies
Helping to attract and retain the best employees

We’ll set out exactly:
What the BID plans to do
How the work will be funded
How it will be managed

VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID

A feasibility study conducted
in Summer 2017 highlighted
that a BID would work in
Acton. The way it would be
funded means that through a
relatively small contribution
– 1.25% of the annual rateable
value – businesses here
stand to gain a great deal
through more customers,
better conditions for staff
and reduced business costs
through cost saving initiatives.

The BID will give Acton businesses a stronger voice
in the area. This process starts now, with this ballot.
The BID proposal will directly affect your business so
it is in your interest to read this document carefully
and cast your vote.
Whatever your view, make it heard. Please support
your area by voting in the ballot.
For more information please visit the website:
www.actonbid.co.uk or contact us at:
info@actonbid.co.uk
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THE BID
AREA

A full list of streets covered in whole or in part by
the BID boundary can be found on the website:
www.actonbid.co.uk

MORRISONS
JOB CENTRE PLUS

ACTON CENTRAL STATION
CHURCHFIELD ROAD
TOWN HALL
A4020
A4020

THE MOUNT
ACTON LANE
GUNNERSBURY LANE

ACTON TOWN STATION

BOLLO LANE
SOUTH ACTON STATION

VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID
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Pressure on business costs and deliverability following Brexit and
business rate reform
Reduced public sector funding availability meaning more limited
service delivery while meeting statutory obligations
Increase in residential development and change in local CPZ
arrangements putting pressure on local parking for employees
and visitors
Transport and connectivity infrastructure arrangements not meeting
current modern day requirements
Short-medium term impact whilst up and coming new development
opportunities are in the pipeline
Competition from neighbouring town centres and online trading activity
Realising the challenges and the benefits a BID can bring, Ealing Council
secured funding from The Mayor of London to test whether businesses in Acton
would like a BID to be set up in Acton.
There are nearly 300 BIDs already set up across the country including two
successful BIDs in Ealing. Make It Ealing (the Ealing Broadway BID), is currently
in its third term after being voted back in twice. In West Ealing (the West Ealing
BID), is reaching the end of its first five-year term and will be going to re-ballot
next year.
An Acton BID will mean, for the first time, the business community in Acton
could have a realistic budget which can be used to bring about change and
increase business. Economic growth is difficult and businesses increasingly need
to work together to reduce costs, increase promotion and improve turnover and
profitability.
Ealing Council has been working hard during the past nine months to ensure
businesses in Acton have had an opportunity to have their say on whether a BID
is the right step forward for the area. Over the last few months we have held a
series of open meetings, held one to one meetings with a number of businesses
and conducted consultation surveys. Businesses have offered comments about
Acton and suggestions for projects they believe will enhance the area and benefit
the businesses within it.
We are excited to present you with this business plan, which sets out the
projects that you’ve said were priorities for Acton, to be delivered over the next
five years. We would urge all businesses to recognise the significant opportunity
that the BID presents and vote YES for this proposal which describes the
projects businesses have said they most want to see. Your voice and vote are
vital for the future of Acton.

WHY WE’RE
DOING THIS

With the town centre at its heart,
and surrounding industrial areas,
Acton is an established place for
business. Businesses are facing
significant challenges though, not
least with:
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HOW A BID
WILL HELP

A Business Improvement District
(BID) is a specific area where
businesses work together to invest in
services, special projects and events.
It can tackle the diverse challenges
businesses face as it is a partnership
of those with an interest in a better
future for Acton.
Business driven
It is business-driven, but creates a powerful way for supportive public sector bodies
to get involved, including Ealing Council and the police.
Everyone will be working together. There are strict agreements to ensure that BID
projects and services deliver above and beyond those delivered by Ealing Council.
A baseline service agreement has been drawn up which outlines the services
delivered by the council.
The overall objective is to create a better place, make the area cleaner, safer
and more welcoming for visitors and to ensure that businesses are given every
opportunity to succeed, trade and grow through representation, support and
investment.
If an Acton BID is voted in, a BID company will be set up. This will be a private
company, not-for-profit organisation led by a board of voluntary directors,
accountable to its members and levy-paying businesses and independent from
Ealing Council.

New investment
The BID is funded mainly through a levy on eligible businesses, and can only be
set up if a majority of those businesses support it in a ballot. BIDs can also secure
additional funding through government agency grants (e.g. The Mayor of London),
the local authority and voluntary contributions: with a BID in place it is much easier
to attract additional funding into the area from central government, as well as other
stakeholders including property developers and landowners.

VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID
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The following are general benefits to be had by businesses:

Increasing local spend
Increasing footfall
Reducing business costs
Creating a more appealing environment for employees
Business support services (including training and advice)
Employee rewards and incentives
Forging links with public agencies
Harnessing the private sector and providing a powerful voice
Lobbying voice to the Local Authority on behalf of its businesses
Achievable projects
Ability to attract and secure additional funding

But isn’t this what Ealing Council should be delivering?
What do I get for my business rates?
The business rates you pay, like other forms of tax (including council tax), go
towards funding a range of public sector services including the NHS and children’s
and adult social care services. Although BID levy contributions are calculated
based on the rateable value of your business premises and collected by Ealing
Council, unlike business rates, 100% will be passed back to the BID Company to
spend locally on its approved projects.
The BID will work with you, developing projects and providing services that
enhance Acton’s trading environment.
As a not-for-profit organisation the BID will be able to give local businesses the
power to agree on projects and stimulate changes that make a tangible, positive
difference.
This business plan shows we have set some very clear targets for the Acton BID
to deliver. Success will be measured against those targets so it will be easy for
everyone to see whether the BID is delivering its promised benefits.

WHAT WILL
I GAIN?

BIDs prove successful because they
can address a whole range of issues
that affect business prosperity in
an area.
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THE BID
PROGRAMME

Based on the results of the feasibility study and consultation undertaken over the
last 9 months, we have developed a clear vision for this BID proposal.

“To make the area cleaner, safer and more
welcoming for visitors and to ensure that
businesses are given every opportunity to
succeed, trade and grow through representation,
support and investment.”
We have set four clear and practical objectives to turn this vision into reality.

1. To make Acton a
cleaner and safer place to
do business
2. To make Acton more
accessible and attractive

Following our consultations with local
businesses, we have prioritised and costed the
critical projects that the BID will deliver, under
four themes:

Theme 1:
A cleaner and safer Acton
5 year budget:
£595,604
You said:
We need to make
Acton a cleaner and
safer place to do
business.

The BID plans to:
Install CCTV cameras with ANPR across
the BID area.
Provide information sharing, advice and
updates on the BID website.
Install BID branded bins in retail areas.
Organise additional street cleanses, deep
cleans and chewing gum removal.
Employ a full-time BID area ranger who
will patrol the area, be a ‘go to’ person
for businesses, report incidents and work
on delivering BID projects.

3. To promote Acton
as a place to shop and
do business
4. To provide strong
voice and support for
businesses in Acton
VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID
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Theme 2:
An accessible and
attractive Acton
5 year budget:
£334,931
You said:
We need to make
Acton more
accessible and
attractive. It needs
improved parking
arrangements, better
signage and features
that enhance the area
and wider working
environment

The BID plans to:
Lobby authorities to address issues in
relation to parking and access.
Respond to proposals put forward by the
council and/or other bodies regarding
parking and highways changes.
Improve signage within the town centre
and industrial areas.
Arrange 15 enhancement installations
across the BID area (such as public art or
planters).
Reducing number of vacant units –
carrying out audit of vacant premises,
working with landlords to agree options
to bring units back to use.

Theme 3:
A better connected and
active Acton
5 year budget:
£182,700
You said:
We need to promote
Acton as a place
to shop and do
business. We need
to create a more
vibrant place and
give businesses
more opportunity to
promote themselves
and the area.

The BID plans to:
Develop a BID website including a
business directory listing and secure
business member area with information
and updates.
Use social media to promote Acton
businesses.
Publish ‘spotlight’ articles on businesses
on the BID website and in printed
materials.
Publicise Acton’s highlights and
encourage business to business
relationships.
Deliver one event per year in the town
centre.
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How will the BID be financed?

Theme 4:
A strong voice and support for
businesses in Acton
5 year budget:
£73,270
You said:
We need a strong
voice that represents
the needs of
businesses in Acton
and that brings
businesses together
and finds ways to
save businesses
money and time.

The BID plans to:

The BID aims to raise £296,311 every year through a 1.25% levy on local
businesses. This is a realistic income that can deliver on business needs for
the Acton BID.
The levy is based on the commercial value of your property and is
calculated as a percentage of its rateable value.
The levy is set by a simple equation: Rateable Value (RV) x 1.25% = levy.
So if the RV of your premises is £40,000, your levy payment for the year
would be £500.

Provide the support businesses need
by reducing business costs, running
central procurement schemes (including
recycling and waste removal) offering
training courses and developing
partnerships.

The levy will be adjusted annually in line with inflation.

Offer discounted courses for staff of
member businesses including First Aid,
Fire Safety and Health and Safety.

The levy cannot be varied for the five-year term of the BID without a further
ballot of qualifying businesses.

Arranging and setting up employee
incentives and rewards schemes.

For empty properties, if at the time of the ballot there is no occupational
lease, the liability for the levy will fall to the property owner until a new lease
is confirmed. The owner will be entitled to vote in the BID ballot.

Cost reductions for businesses through
joint procurement of services including
recycling and waste removal.
Leveraging in more funding through
applying for grants and lobbying.

Many businesses within the BID area will be in receipt of some form of relief
on their business rates. Small Business Rates Relief, discretionary awards
from the billing authority and any other reliefs have no impact on the levy,
which all qualifying businesses will be expected to pay.

The BID levy will be collected by Ealing Council, but unlike business rates,
100% will be passed back to the BID Company to spend locally on its
approved projects.

1 No adjustments to BID levy will be made during the billing year to reflect changes in individual
rateable values due to appeals. Changes in values will be reflected in a corresponding change to
the levy collected from the appropriate properties in the following year. Where a property is taken
out of the ratings list, the BID levy will apply up to the day before the effective date of removal and
the annual BID levy will be apportioned accordingly. Where a new assessment is brought into the
rating list, the BID levy will apply from the effective date as shown in the rating list. The annual levy
will be apportioned on a daily basis.

FUNDING THE
PROGRAMME

Over a five-year period (from
2018-2023) the Acton BID would
expect to raise and invest over
£1.4m in the area.
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Exemptions
All businesses with a rateable value of up to £9,999 will be exempt from the levy (but
may offer a voluntary contribution to support the plan).
Serviced tenancies will receive a 30% discount (for example tenants in the Segro
managed Acton Vale Industrial Park).

TYPE OF
BUSINESS

RATEABLE
VALUE

ANNUAL
BID LEVY

DAILY EQUIVALENT

Small

£10,000

£125.00

34p

Price of half a cucumber

Medium

£25,000

£312.50

86p

Price of a small bottle of Coca Cola

Large

£100,000

£1250.00

£3.42

Price of a large Mocha

Over 80% of
businesses will pay
less than £1.50 a day.
The indicative budget

Non-retail registered charities will receive a discount of 80%.

Supplementing the business levy
The BID will seek voluntary contributions from businesses who want to be part of
the project and who either have a lower rateable value than the entry level or whose
business is outside of the BID boundary area.
There will also be opportunities to work in partnership with Ealing Council and other
organisations to explore funding from external sources such as Heritage Lottery Fund.

VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID

The indicative budget and proposed income
and expenditure calculations, of core operating
costs and project delivery costs, can be
found on the following page. These have
been formulated based on Ealing Council’s
previous experience working with the Ealing
Broadway and West Ealing BIDs who have
and are delivering similar projects. This has
thus enabled the BID planning process to set
realistic budgets.

DID YOU KNOW?...

Contributing to the Acton BID may cost you
less than you might think:
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The BID Budget / Proposed income and expenditure accounts/ 2018-2023

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

5 YEAR
TOTAL

£

£

£

£

£

£

BID levy

310,981

310,981

310,981

310,981

310,981

1,554,905

Exemptions

14,670

14,670

14,670

14,670

14,670

73,350

TOTAL INCOME

296,311

296,311

296,311

296,311

296,311

1,481,555

INCOME

How will the BID be managed?
The Company

EXPENDITURE

The BID will be managed by a new, independent and business-led
company limited by guarantee, the Acton BID Company Ltd. The BID will
be a not-for-profit social enterprise and will reinvest all income into Acton.
It will be managed by an elected board of voluntary directors.

Theme 1: A cleaner and safer Acton

113,716

115,420

128,421

128,421

109,626

595,604

Theme 2: An accessble and attractive
Acton

63,000

71,591

64,890

64,890

70,560

334,931

Theme 3: A better connected and
active Acton

45,360

39,060

32,760

32,760

32,760

182,700

The Board of Directors

Theme 4: A strong voice and support
for businesses in Acton

15,750

14,380

14,380

14,380

14,380

73,270

The Board will have overall responsibility and accountability to all the BID
levy payers for the delivery of the BID and will direct the BID Manager.

Priority Themes 1-4 Subtotal

237,826

240,451

240,451

240,451

227,326

1,186,505

OVERHEADS
Overheads

44,200

44,200

44,200

44,200

44,200

221,000

Levy collection fees

11,500

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

47,500

12,500

12,500

BID Renewal Costs Term 4
2,785.00

2,660.00

2,660.00

2,660.00

3,285.00

14,050.00

Overheads Subtotal

58,485

55,860

55,860

55,860

68,985

295,050

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

296,311

296,311

296,311

296,311

296,311

1,481,555

This budget is indicative only, and has been drawn up using current rateable values, and numbers of hereditaments, as of May 2018.
This may need to be altered if these change.

It will comprise of at least 9 voluntary Directors drawn from the local
business community.
The immediate priority, will be to recruit and maintain a Board of Directors
who are committed to driving the BID forwards and who have the skills
to help with the effective running of the BID Company. Nevertheless,
it is equally important that the BID Board is representative of the whole
business community, so wherever possible, Directors will be drawn from a
cross-section of business sectors from within the BID area.
The Board of Directors will be led by a private sector chairperson.

Interim Arrangements
To ensure continuity and an efficient set-up process, Ealing Council will
invite business representatives who have shown an interest to form an
interim Board. The intention is for the interim board to be in place for the
first 6 months of the BID term.
Their immediate tasks will be to set up the BID Company, recruit a
permanent BID Manager and begin to implement projects identified within
the BID Proposal.

MANAGING THE
PROGRAMME

FUNDING THE
PROGRAMME
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Membership of the BID Company
All BID levy payers will be eligible to be members of the BID Company and to vote
at general meetings, as will any local organisations, as agreed by the Board, that
make an annual contribution no less than the minimum annual levy. However, the
Board will have overall responsibility and will be accountable to all BID levy payers
for the delivery of the BID projects.
Representatives from outside agencies including community organisations will
be actively invited to become members of the company and to sit-on, or become
advisors to, the Board.

The BID Team
The BID Company will seek to recruit a professional BID team who will be
accountable to the BID Board and whose role will be to design and implement BID
Projects and services, monitor feedback, explore ways to secure additional income,
be a first point of contact for the BID and act as champions for the business
community of Acton.

BID Performance and Measurement
Ensuring that our BID delivers purposeful outcomes and that these are positively
reflected in customer perceptions is critical to our vision for the BID and to our
asking of you to share our vision.
The BID will monitor and measure its progress by setting clear Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) against each project it seeks to deliver, by working with
partners to measure wider impacts such as footfall and spend and by constantly
talking to and communicating with businesses in the BID area via regular
electronic and hard-copy newsletters.

Alteration of BID Arrangements
The BID area and BID levy may only be altered via an alteration ballot or
when a renewal ballot is held. BID projects, costs and timescales can be
altered subject to approval by the BID Company Board providing they fall
within the resources available to the BID.

Baseline Services
The Acton BID will only deliver additional or enhanced services to
complement those currently provided by Ealing Council.
As a result the Acton BID will provide services that add value to this
standard and, wherever possible, will seek improvements.
The services below are those which are currently provided by Ealing
Council at a baseline level. protected by Service Level Agreements and an
Operating Agreement between the Acton BID and Ealing Council:

Parks and trees
Highways and street lighting
Safer communities
Car parking
Cleansing and maintenance

In addition, we will seek feedback from businesses on a project-by-project basis,
through business networks and through the successful delivery of BID initiatives.

There are further services delivered by the public sector that operate
on a city- and borough-wide basis including planning, transport and
development. The BID will seek the commitment of these Council
services to engage with and support the BID via the above baseline
services in addition to delivering other geographically specific activity.

Management accounts will be reviewed quarterly and annual accounts will be
subject to independent audit.

Full statements of baseline services can be found on the Acton BID
website: www.actonbid.co.uk

VOTE YES
FOR
ACTON BID
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WHAT
NEXT?

How will the BID be
implemented?
The Ballot
All occupiers of eligible premises within the proposed BID area will be
entitled to vote if they were listed as a non-domestic (business) rate payer
on the date the ‘Notice of Ballot’ was issued.
In April 2018, Ealing Council, via Electoral Reform Services, contacted
all listed rate payers to ensure that voter details for the BID ballot were
correct and up to date.
In the case of an empty, partly refurbished or demolished property where
no occupational lease exists, the property owner will be entitled to vote.
Each business rate payer in the BID area will have one vote for each
hereditament (property) for which they are liable for business rates.
Some businesses, for example where the business has expanded into an
adjacent property, will have more than one vote.
The ballot is a postal ballot, with ballot papers being issued by 7th June
2018. They must be completed and returned by 5pm on 5th July 2018.
The result of the ballot will be announced on Friday 6th July and will be
communicated via letter to all businesses which were eligible to vote in
the ballot.
Your vote is confidential and should be returned in a sealed envelope
which will be included with your ballot pack.
The BID proposer is Ealing Council.
The ballot is being managed by Electoral Reform Services (ERS) on behalf
of the ballot holder, Ealing Council and is subject to the same levels of
confidentiality and scrutiny as any other election for which the Council is
ballot holder.
For the BID to proceed, the ballot must secure a majority (>50%) of those
who vote a) by number of votes in favour of the BID and b) by aggregate
rateable value in favour of the BID.
If there is a majority YES vote, both by number and aggregate rateable
value, the BID will commence on 1st October 2018.

Levy collection
The levy collection billing process is simple. If voted in, the first BID
levy invoice will be issued on 1st October 2018 covering the period 1st
October 2018 – 31st March 2019.
Subsequent BID levy invoices will be issued annually, invoiced on 1st
April each year, with the final bill covering the period April 2023 – October
2023. The levy will be collected by Ealing Council and passed to the BID
Company.

Commencement Date and Term
The BID’s first five-year term will commence on 1st October 2018 and end
on 30th September 2023. Before this date, the BID Company may elect
to seek a renewal of the BID for a further five-year term and will seek a
new mandate via a BID renewal ballot.

Key reasons to vote ‘yes’
COST REDUCTION THROUGH

COLLECTIVE

EMPLOYEE
INCENTIVES &

INVESTMENT AND
JOINT PROMOTION.

REWARDS SCHEME

INCREASED

CHANGES TO

NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES
IMPROVED

CAR PARKING

ONLINE
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

SIGNAGE &
WAYFINDING

OF BUSINESSES

AUTOMATIC NUMBER PLATE

TOWN CENTRE

CLEANER STREETS,

‘SPOTLIGHTS’

RECOGNITION CCTV

DEEP CLEANSES

EVENTS

& BID BRANDED BINS

ON LOCAL BUSINESSES ARTICLES

COLLECTIVE BUSINESS
SUPPORT TRAINING,
MEANING BETTER TRAINED
STAFF FOR LESS MONEY

SHARED
INFORMATION UPDATES

FEWER VACANT

A LOCAL VOICE

PREMISES

IN NEWSLETTER
FROM BID TEAM, POLICE ETC

FOR BUSINESS OPINIONS

INCLUDED IN LOCAL POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT

